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Solastalgia is a community-based zine that aims to normalize eco-
anxiety and the large spectrum of emotions that youth feel as a
result of climate change. 

This project is an initiative under Apathy is Boring's RISE program,
led by Vancouver youth. Our aim for this zine is to provide a space
for artists and readers to communicate their emotions and
thoughts.

Solastalgia is located on the unceded, ancestral territories of the
xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), and
səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. We acknowledge the harms
and mistakes of the past, and we dedicate ourselves to move
forward in partnership with Indigenous communities in
reconciliation and collaboration. 

ABOUT US
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Dear readers, 

Welcome to the inaugural issue of Solastalgia from the RISE
Vancouver C10 Cohort! Since August, our team has been meeting
weekly to learn and work together,  resulting in this project.

Here you will find paintings, poems, songs, collages, writing and
various artworks from BC youth artists. We asked artists to
describe how they relate and experience eco-anxiety/eco-grief
and the full range of eco-emotions when thinking about climate
change, anthropocene, and the ongoing planetary health crisis. 
Our hope by the end of reading this zine is that you can feel more
reassured in knowing that your eco-anxiety and eco-emotions are
normal and okay. It should not be something we try to hide or
repress, or view as a negative experience. We want to emphasize
that all eco-emotions matter. 

We hope you will feel less alone and feel more connected by
knowing that many youth in our community care just as much and
also feel the wide range of emotions you feel about the worsening
state of our planet. Lastly, we hope this can be a start of many
more conversations for a resilient city. 

Media Committee: Renmart Buhay, Audrey Tong, Nicole David 
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EDITOR'S
NOTE



MEKA LEUSCA 
@THE_TRUE_MEKA

"My name is Meka
Leusca. My hope for
all my work is to
capture that sense of
wonder I felt as a child
and put something
beautiful out in the
world."

UNTITLED
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CLIMATE CHANGE ON
THE MIND

fig. 01

RILEY YODOGAWA (SHE/THEY) @ROILEYINK
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"My piece, titled “climate change on the mind”
has been created digitally using the Procreate
app. I’ve drawn a human form, which is green to
symbolize the human’s connection with the
earth. I’ve then added red and yellow “lava”
wrapping around and piercing through the chest
of the figure, slowly embracing and crushing it. I
wanted to symbolize climate change slowly
suppressing and damaging the earth, as well as
the effect it can have on the human psyche;
suffocating and anxiety inducing. My drawing is
meant to represent climate change as well as
“eco-anxiety”, and how one can be overwhelmed
and suffocated by the negative happenings in
the environment." 

RILEY YODOGAWA
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My love’s on fire,
My love’s in flood.
My love’s gone tired,
My love is crying blood.

My love’s on fire, fire,
She’s ashes on the ground;
You look around, you look around,
You look away.

          You look skyward, you look to space.
          You look skyward, not to heal but to replace.
          You look skyward, to move on somewhere new.
          You look skyward, while we burn blue.

                    We burn blue.

My love’s a dust storm now,
My love’s a drought.
My love is ancient music,
Slowly fading out.

BURN BLUE

fig. 01

KELSI JAMES (SHE/THEY)
@KELSILINDAJAMES
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fig. 01

My love is breaking, but
The pressure makes you diamonds you can sell.
You do that well, you do that well.

          You look sideways, you look to numbers in your banks.
          You look sideways, you load bullets in your tanks.
          You look sideways, to get what you are due.
          You look sideways, while we burn blue.

                   We burn blue.

          So this is burning blue,
          Tell me what it’s like for you.
          So this is burning now!
          Are you not burning too?
          Tell me what it’s like for you.
          So this is burning now!

My love’s on fire, I try to flood.
My love’s so tired, and I’m sick of all the blood

We’re both so nauseous,
Too weak to carry through.
Don’t you remember how we’ve held you?
Don’t look elsewhere, take that breath and look around.

          Don’t look elsewhere, find the sea and find the ground.
          You’re not elsewhere, you can’t make it not pertain to you.
          Don’t be elsewhere, while we burn blue.

                    We burn blue.
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BOTTOM LINE & SCRAPS
MUNJIN TAJRIAN
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"Hi, this is Munjin, based on lower mainland.
My day job is related to cut throat numbers,
however as the sun sets I put on my apron
and cook my heart out. Love neon and pastel
shades, but burnt orange has my heart. Also
classically trained, not so proud bathroom
singer who loves to have the whole gym to
herself. And I find Sheldon Cooper upright
annoying. 

I have named my piece of art as “Bottom
Line & Scraps”. The name may sound quite
literal as I used IKEA scraps to draw this
painting, and by using different shades of
Blue and Green I have tried to get that
essence of the bottom of ocean. Our oceans
were supposed to be filled with resources,
magnificent sea creatures, and plants. But we
are ruining this wondrous world with our
greed filled materialistic scraps, just like
everything else."

MUNJIN TAJRIAN
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ALLISON CHOW (SHE/THEY) @THE.GOOD.IMP
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AVOCADO MATH



"When the world is on fire but Avocados taste so
good, what is our role in sustainability vs the
responsibilities of corporations and industrial

practices? In a world green-washed up the wazoo,
my increasingly spartan life - trimming away eating
meat, minimizing travel, energy efficient everything,

is still a drop in the plastic-filled ocean. Yet with
staggering headlines about climate change, it feels

like each misstep, driving instead of walking or
enjoying the sweet green flesh of an exotic, water-
sucking avocado, is a major contribution to global
warming. This is a lot of pressure on individuals

trying to make environmentally conscious decisions
but struggle to make a difference

 
"This is especially difficult as personal actions,

although important in turning cultural normatives,
are swallowed by the impact of large corporations.

In 2013, research led by Rick Heede found that
two-thirds of all industrial carbon dioxide emissions
come from 90 companies, including oil giants like

Shell. Focusing on this imbalance helps me manage
my personal feelings of environmental guilt. It is not

only about the steps we take to live more
sustainably, for real change to happen, we need to

change the larger system and reliance on things like
fossil fuels."

 
ALLISON CHOW 

WWW.HELLOCHOWDER.COM
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WINTER ON THE
COQUIHALLA

SABRINA GUZMAN SKOTNITSKY (SHE/HER)
@SABRINASKOTMAN
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"Solastalgia is defined by Glenn Albrecht as the
‘homesickness one feels when one is at home’.

This painting to me really encapsulates that
statement, as I reflect on how the landscapes and

places I consider part of my home have been
changed so much in the past few years. Since I
was a child my family and I drove the Coquihalla

highway multiple times a year to visit my
grandparents in the Okanagan. In the summer of
2021 the heat dome and forest fires caused my
grandparents to be evacuated from their home,

and then mere months later the atmospheric river
caused such intense floods that sections of the
highway were cracked and washed away. By the

time the highway was repaired it was the depth of
winter when we travelled to visit my grandparents
again. This was the first time I saw how extensive

the destruction of the forest fires was, and the
dead trees, tall and black looked so stark against

the snow. Yet with sunset casting purple shadows
on the mountains, there was something so

beautiful and compelling about the sight. This
painting hopes to convey how feelings of

ecological grief can still coexist with admiration and
love for the earth."

 
SABRINA GUZMAN SKOTNITSKY
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DO TEENAGERS DREAM 
OF ATMOSPHERIC

LIFETIMES?

Page 16

CAM  HAUTCOEUR-BOYER (THEY/THEM)
@CAM.HAUBOY



"As I was cleaning my room, I was struck with the realization
that I would have a completely different mental state if the

threat of climate change didn’t saturate the air. Humans have
experienced collective fear and threat many times in our

history; war, famine, disease, and disaster have always nipped
at our heels, but climate change was not in the cards. Every
decision and waking moment is encumbered with it. Two
summers ago I’d wait until the highway was silent and bike
through the cemetery, because the only way I could relax

was by imagining that everyone had already died and that I
was left to traipse alone through the sprawling leftovers of

society. The only future I could imagine without suffering was
one where there was no one left to suffer. This piece is

meant to illustrate how climate change penetrates even the
most mundane moments; how nothing is left sacred; how

eventually there is truly nowhere to retreat."
 

CAM HAUTCOEUR-BOYER
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The Birds recall the prairies before the
pumpjacks rose the bitumen the bedrock 
left untouched by the snow and sun

When the forests met with the clouds
intermediary between dirt and sky Canola 
paints the mutual horizons where the rays once
danced to Sweet

The ancient sunlight detained within the crust
corpses of those that fell to the 
bottom metabolized radiation returned to 
the exosphere prehistoric recital of color 
for the human

the inhuman

Old Man On His Back

the Shrike’s refuge

those are the prairies the Birds recall

JOSHUA RALPH (HE/HIM)
WWW.JOSHUARALPHART.COM
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TIME AND SPACE



"Joshua is a digital compositor by trade and Eco-Artist residing
in so-called Vancouver. With environmental films having

competed in festivals across Europe and the Americas, his
broader bodies of work seek to open dialogues on

responsibilities held to non-human organisms. In his personal
practice, he intersects art-making, ecology, and community,

with focus on ecological interrelationships, engaging members
of the public in local environmental education and the

production of pigments from invasive plant material. He can
often be seen biking around Richmond and looking at birds."

 
JOSHUA RALPH
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MY SISTER'S
CHILDREN

fig. 01

ALEX MASSE (THEY/THEM)
@ITSFAIRYTHING
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when the forest's fairy fingers brush my skin
my feelings crescendo,

and i end up crying
on a park bench

will my sister's children
get to hear the lyrics of the seasons?

the ephemeral spring chanteuse
singing as the world blooms bountiful 
again?

will they have that moment,
that gift?

minutes from home, i have another
and i know every path, every stone, every 
memory

i have since i was a child
chasing fairies and talking to rabbits

will my sister's children
ever know such a place?

will i be able to invite them here
for picnics and berry-picking?

will they get to live
little mary oliver dreams

of trees as poems,
flowers as a chorus?

will they get grass so vivid and aglow
as it caresses outstretched hands

every flower between blades
an invitation?

will they get to be
enraptured by such ephemerals?

i came of age
under scarlet skies

spent summers inside
because the dying stung my eyes



fig. 01

watching wildfires
eat homes like mine alive

i came of age
holding up signs in the streets

spent autumns as a
walking waving shouting swearing

screaming cursing monument
to the sins of my forefathers

and i'm one of the
lucky ones?

i am, i know i am
for it is a sick privilege

to mourn what still lives
while watching others lose it

do i cry for them
or for myself?

i want to sit under every tree
because who knows how long they have
left?

days ago, a record-setting windstorm
(they all set records these days)

downed a mighty oak
i know many birds called home
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it got no eulogy,
cut up and tossed away

remembered by a gap in the woods
new sunrays lance through

i want to press every flower
because what if next spring they don't
grow?

i want to ask them,
did it hurt to be taken?

or were you dead
the second you were severed?

i hope it never hurt
we owe you that much.

i again think of
my sister's children
they will be born into fire
and flood

when i die i hope
my lungs are still lined

with petals
and moss

if there is
any left
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"I owe a lot of who I am to growing up surrounded by
nature, as a person and an artist. It's a privilege to have

been born and raised in what is colonially known as BC--I
found the utmost solace in the plants and animals, and

have my whole life.  
 

This is a fairly intimate poem, I think, for something as
grandiose as climate anxiety, but I feel we need those

stories to be told, too. I'm being honest when I talk about
record windstorms and scarlet skies: the latter happen

pretty much every year, and have since my early teens. If
the world can change that much in my generation, I can't

imagine how it'll be for the next. While I don't want
children, my sister does, so this poem is dedicated to

them.
 

I'm lucky to live where I am, to have had a childhood of
summers without wildfire smoke and falls without floods.

But I've seen what's happening in other parts of the
world--and not even the world, but the country, and the
province. Lytton, for example, is only a three-hour drive

from my home.
 

I hope I and those after me can grow old surrounded by
nature, but I can't help but worry."

 
ALEX MASSE
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PUNJABI IMMIGRANTS
LOOK AT CLIMATE

CHANGE AND THINK,
GORIYE DA KAM. 

fig. 01

My parents memory of this land as settlers is shorter than the
horizon- they have stories of their first snow falls and sunsets
on this land. They came here as immigrants from Punjab with a
fascination I will never know; that of discovering gluttony and
comforts for beyond comprehension. Yet, I grew up in the
memory of back home- reservations of a life too good to be
true, on the cusp of comfort but not fully imbued. Perhaps, if
their children were too easy to forget hardship, we would forget
that the journey to greater places is arduous. Perhaps, if we
were gluttonous, life would present itself to collect its price, for
all things have a cost. My parents' fascination as immigrants was
immediate, taunting, a monkey’s paw with a finger beckoning.
 
The first time I went back to Punjab as a child, began to
understand the origins of these mild discomforts. As if a living
museum, I recognized remnants of a life faraway and the tokens
we kept beyond the fractures of migration. The washroom in my
grandparents house in the village was a place of learning; I
learned where a penda came from; a strange word that was not
quite bath, not quite shower. In Canada i learned to wash myself
by scooping water from the water bucket, squatted in the tub
I’d throw water on my back, shivering against the cold prairie air
that seeped in through frosted windows. he hot splashes of
water Against my cooling and the icy tub was a giggling respite.
And in finale Id pick up the bucket With my scrawny little arm.
And in triumph to banish the coldI’d drown myself in victory. So
In the pind, when my grandma heated only one big pot of water 

KIRAN SHOKER (SHE/HER) WWW.KIRANTHEMUSE.COM
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fig. 01
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sparingly I stretched that pot of water into all my washing; proud
that I could straddle over the fissure of diaspora to old
knowledge.

In the mornings, before the sun’s heat could dissipate the fog
the shrill cry of peacocks would wake us- pee-orr pee-oorr, and
the chill of the concrete walls would urge us out of bed.
Clutching our cups of tea; I’d never had such creamy milk, sweet
by its own rawness and boiled fresh- I’d spy the boy next door
as he’d lead the cows from the paddock. His sister was shaping
cow dung patties that would later dry in the saffron heat into
husks used for fuel. Passing by was a scrawny man whose
squawking cry and surprising strength far surpassed his frailness;
as he’d sing out what vegetables were available that day for
sale; I remember garjara -carrots- were far sweeter and ruddy
than the mild orange bitter tubers at home. Every thing was
eaten, there was no food to waste; we prepared what we ate,
and what we wasn’t eaten was rolled into paranthe for lunch.
Punjab was a place of sweetness in its own, a river plains at the
base of the Himalayas who held us in her bosom and fed us
with the nurture and wrath of any parent.

Coming home, Calgary did not feel different in its placement; at
the base of the rockies, river plains and prairies that had fed this
lands ancestors for time immemorial. I felt the power of old
knowledge- but also the beckoning of excess. I could eat
whatever, whenever. I could traipse naked in a warm house in
winter. I could clothe myself with the whim of fashion
magazines. I have never heard the groaning of earth, only seen
the oil wells pumping like zombie horses, pawing hypnotized at
the ground. I have driven past feedlots east of siksika nation,
whose smell of death and manure stung my eyes. My parents
came here with some reservations but not all; when one goat
would be cooked for a village wedding, my father eats meat
daily. When my mother would painstakingly embroider her
dresses, H&M is far too enticing. One bucket has turned to the
luxury of jacuzzi. Animals stay away from our river plains,
harkening the relentlessness of our greed. We let our mountain
mothers nurture us, but we do not nurture her in return. 



fig. 01

"Often times, those who are first and second generation
immigrants see themselves as separate from climate

change and the climate change crisis. In order to make
our immediate success in a land driven by social and
financial capital, climate change seems like a different

care; a in issue that those with privilege can be
concerned with. We forge the lessons we are told as

we mold ourselves to the needs of the West."
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We come as settlers to Earth, and we are fascinated by
gluttony and ease of access to excess. Like crumbs in bed;
gormandizing has a price. The world is in the monkeys paw, its
fist enclosing. Life has presented itself to collect its price, the
humans of this Earth must pay. 
 
I begin now to clutch at old knowledge more desperately,
grasping at lessons of humility and discipline. I spin old
knowledge into the context of now; finding comfort in
resilience, in the hardness of character, that there is pride in not
succumbing to Maya, for there is some place in our hearts; we
know the rhythm of this Earth because it is in our very organic
nature. The Earth is moving and groaning; beseeching us to our
old knowledge. We must sustain this time immemorial.



fig. 01

Ik din, asi vi mithi ban javange
athe mithi tho, asi darthi ban javange 

when a baby is born we hold them
naked and soft to our own chest;
peachy cheeks nestled in our breast plates 
skin to skin. 
          feel the lull of our constant hearts
          hear the thrum of our breathe like tides 
          fall into us with love. 

even as a child tumbles into adulthood 
they know the lull and thrum of love 
we mimic first mother love with others, 
pressing our skin into theirs 
          hundred little love letters we 
          imprint on each others bodies 
and so we know humanity, dignity. 

yet each day we rise
our feet separated from Earth,
living and consuming mangled forms of
breast plates, hearts, breathe
thoughtless grotesque extraction of parental love. 
we cover our soles,
deprive the Earth from our love notes, each day
a great forgetting
of our most profound love;
Our Earth. 

everything we are, we have from them;
Earths voices speaks in a million tongues, 
elements forming an infinite catalogue of words.
we know a brutish few 

DIRT
KIRAN SHOKER (SHE/HER) WWW.KIRANTHEMUSE.COM
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fig. 01

Plant. Animal. Cloud. Ocean.
imagine Ocean being only one word 
while it holds the entire Earth in a hug. 

forever children of Earth
there is no tumbling into adulthood for humans 
we are trapped in a perpetual
tumult of tantrum and tax our Earth 
          bratty children.
so easily we can take from our Mother, 
if we dont call her Mother. 
          only see her ripe mountains,
          plush hills rising and sloping from the valleys of her body     
          trees waving like her hair in ocean breeze
          oceans pooling like blood in her ventricles
          And call her 
land. It is so easy to take from a soft body 
when we do not give her a name
when we do not give her dignity.
when she is simply land. 
          we can cut away its mountains
          draw marble from its breast milk
          extract jewels that glitter from its eyes
          shave its scalp barren, abandoning all the thoughts 
          that live in the forest of its handsome head 
We can pump oil
          penetrate deeper, and deeper 
          breaking from the weight of her 
          quiet rape. 

or we can remember Earth again.
press our childish cheeks to the soft parts of her grace. listen
again for the lull and the thrum
learn the songs of a million different tongues
and preserve their language of love. 

one day, we will become dirt
and from dirt, we will become earth; 
ik din, asi vi mithi ban javange 
athe mithi tho, asi darthi ban javange
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fig. 01

"Acknowledging what we have
done and continue to do to our
Earth, but perhaps a fresh and
loving perspective on how to
build systemic change. To make
affective change, we must treat
Earth the way we treat those
we love." 

Kiran Shoker
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THANK YOU!
Thank you to all our readers and youth participants
who have supported our project by attending our
community consultation night, filling out our survey,
supporting us at our launch event or taking the time to
read our zine! 

Thank you to all the artists who submitted and
contributed to this zine, this would not be possible
without you!

Thank you to our community mentors (Judy Wu, Sarah
Law, Alistair Virgo) and partners who have helped to
inform our project whether it be hosting an eco-
anxiety/eco-grief workshop or providing design/zine
feedback on our project.

Thank you to the Apathy is Boring Team and
especially our Rise Vancouver Coordinator Rebecca
Simiyu and mentors Alyana Lalani and Disha Dattani
who helped see this project come to fruition -- thank
you for your guidance, advice and support along the
way! 

Sincerely,
Rise C10 Ambassadors
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If you are looking for more resources around eco-
anxiety/eco-emotions in BC, check out:

Addressing and Coping With Climate Grief: A Toolkit -
Prepared by Judy Wu
https://sustain.ubc.ca/about/resources/programs-and-
interventions-address-climate-grief

Artist Brigade: Artists + Climate Action - The Only
Animal Theatre Society
https://www.theonlyanimal.com/the-artist-brigade/

CityHive Vancouver Climate Action Programs 
https://cityhive.ca/innovation-labs/
info@cityhive.ca

Climate Wellbeing Resource Kit - UBC Climate Hub
https://ubcclimatehub.ca/project/climate-wellbeing-
resource-kit/
climate.hub@ubc.ca

Collective Arts for Climate Justice - Hannah Gelderman
http://www.hannahgelderman.com/collective-arts-for-
climate-justice

RESOURCES



Eco-Anxiety Resources - 
Mental Health And Climate Change Alliance 
https://mhcca.ca/resources

Eco-Anxious Stories
https://ecoanxious.ca/
info@ecoanxious.ca

Environmental Youth Alliance 
(Free Youth Programs for Ages 14-25)
https://eya.ca/our-programs/

Exploring Climate Change and Mental Health - 
An Educational Toolkit by Natania Abebe
https://pressbooks.bccampus.ca/eccmh/

PaRx Prescription - BC Parks Foundation
https://www.parkprescriptions.ca

Resistance and Resilience in the Era of Ecological Grief -
Thesis by Sarah Law
https://journals.lib.sfu.ca/index.php/ugrs/article/view/4123

West Coast Climate Action Network (Member
Organization Directory - List of 228 Member
Environmental Groups)
https://westcoastclimateaction.ca/member-organizations/

RESOURCES
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